Complete each sentence with the word **accept** or **except**.

**Accept** is a verb meaning to agree, to believe or receive something. **Except** is a preposition, conjunction or noun meaning to leave out.

Sometimes it’s difficult to _______ the truth.

In the end, they had to _______ they were wrong.

It was an easy class _______ for the exam.

She was hoping the university would _______ her.

You’re welcome to come over anytime _______ during dinner.

Add all the ingredients _______ the fresh herbs.

The power is out on the entire street, _______ for our house.
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Complete each sentence with the word **accept** or **except**.

**Accept** is a verb meaning to agree, to believe or receive something. **Except** is a preposition, conjunction or noun meaning to leave out.

Sometimes it’s difficult to **accept** the truth.

In the end, they had to **accept** they were wrong.

It was an easy class **except** for the exam.

She was hoping the university would **accept** her.

You’re welcome to come over anytime **except** during dinner.

Add all the ingredients **except** the fresh herbs.

The power is out on the entire street, **except** for our house.